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Abstract

Reproducibility of a deep-learning fully convolutional neural network is evaluated by training several times the same network on identical conditions (database, hyperparameters, hardware) with non-deterministic Graphics Processings Unit (GPU) operations. The propagation of two-dimensional acoustic waves, typical of time-space evolving physical systems, is studied on both recursive and non-recursive tasks. Significant changes in models properties (weights, featured fields) are observed. When tested on various propagation benchmarks, these models systematically returned estimations with a high level of deviation, especially for the recurrent analysis which strongly amplifies variability due to the non-determinism. Trainings performed with double floating-point precision provide slightly better estimations and a significant reduction of the variability of both the network parameters and its testing error range.

1 Motivation and context

Reproducibility, the principle that a method or experiment can be replicated in different conditions, is essential in science. Obtaining reproducible results is complex in deep learning (DL) due to the large databases, the intrinsic stochastic nature of the majority of the algorithms, the complex nature of the optimization search-spaces and the use of non-deterministic computations. As such, this topic is constantly being discussed [25, 9, 27, 26].

Regarding the computational source of variability, numerical non-determinism comes from the rounding of numbers associated with a stochastic order of arithmetic operations [34, 4]. Its is notably observed when the same code is evaluated in different hardware [10] or with different floating point precision [29]. Currently, performance requirements make the use of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) mandatory in DL, their major drawback being the difficulty to perform deterministic operations. Different runs in the same GPU can also be non-deterministic due to use of algorithms that favor performance over repeatability [8, 11].

The use of neural networks for estimating Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) is a growing trend and has been widely evaluated in the Fluid Mechanics field, many examples are available on the review by Brunton et al. [3]; general purpose PDE solvers are also discussed on the literature [2, 30]. In contrast with classification problems, the estimation of spatial-temporal PDEs must guarantee pixel-wise precision. Even if determinism is not mandatory, levels of accuracy and reproducibility must be mastered, and thus, further evaluated and discussed.

This paper presents a detailed comparison between several DL models that estimate the evolution of acoustic waves, as a benchmark for time-space evolving systems, trained in the same context (identical database, hardware, random number seeds, hyperparameters, software and hardware) in a GPU with non-deterministic operations. Similar analysis in the context of Reinforced Learning [21] found that the GPU non-determinism has an impact analogous to changing the starting model’s parameters. Tests are performed for evaluating and comparing the generalization capacity of the trained models. To the authors knowledge, no previous work has discussed the reproducibility of a neural network when estimating time-space evolving systems.

Document is organized as follows. Methodology is presented in Section 2, with the description of the physical system, the network architecture, and the training and testing procedures. Models properties (losses convergence, kernels weights and featured fields) are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, results for the recurrent analysis are presented for solution benchmarks and a database with random acoustic pulses. Section 5 closes the document with final remarks. Code, descriptions of the neural network and the numerical setup and examples of the estimated fields are available in the supplementary material1.
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1 Supplementary material is available at: github.com/wagnifico/cnn-phys-reproducibility
2 Methodology

2.1 Physical system and solver

This work focuses on the propagation of two-dimensional (2D) acoustic waves in homogeneous medium. This is a relatively simple problem to be used as a benchmark of a typical time-space evolving physical system. More complex setups can be derived from this framework (three dimensional, presence of obstacles, complex boundaries), where computational costs with classical solvers start to be significant. Neural networks are believed to provide representative gains in performance while maintaining similar accuracy.

Acoustic waves are simulated using the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM). Macroscopic quantities such as density and velocity are obtained by modeling the microscopic distribution of particles described by the Boltzmann equation, more details on the method can be found in [13]. Simulations are performed using the open source Palabos\textsuperscript{2} framework \cite{14}. Density fields are initiated with Gaussian pulses:

\[
\rho(x, t = 0) = \left\{1 + \varepsilon \exp\left[-\log(2) \frac{d(x, x')^2}{h_x^2}\right]\right\} \rho_0
\]

where \(\rho\) is the density, \(x = (x, y)\) are the space coordinates, \(t\) is the time, \(d\) is the Euclidean distance from the center of the pulse \(x_c\), \(\varepsilon\) is the pulse initial amplitude and \(h_x\) is the half-width at half maximum of the Gaussian. Current analysis considers pulses of fixed amplitude and size (0.001 and 0.0029, respectively). The acoustic density \(\rho'\) is considered, where \(\rho' = \rho - \rho_0\), being the ambient density set as \(\rho_0 = 1.0\), LBM units. Domain is square, discretized by \(N = 200\) uniform grid points in both directions, with imposed null velocity at boundaries (reflecting). Each timestep represents a duration of \(\Delta t = 0.0029 \ell / a\), where \(\ell = 100\) m is the domain size and \(a = 343\) m/s is the sound speed. This means that 173 timesteps, i.e., 43 recurrences (a recurrence being a jump of 4 timesteps, as explained in Section 2.2) are necessary for a wave to reach the boundaries from the center of the domain.

2.2 Neural network architecture

As most time-evolving physical problems, acoustic propagation does not require a lot of time-memory. Only a few snapshots need to be remembered in order to reconstruct approximation of the partial derivatives included in the PDEs. In that context, RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) and LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) have been proved less effective \cite{6} for this recursive task compared with a CNN approach with a few previous snapshots as input. This latter strategy is therefore used here to output the next time frame.

\textsuperscript{2}Palabos solver: https://palabos.unige.ch/

\textsuperscript{3}PyTorch framework: https://pytorch.org/

The multi-scale convolutional neural network introduced by Mathieu et al. \cite{18} is used. As indicated by the latter authors, the major limitation of a CNN is that it only accounts for short-range dependency, limited to the size of the convolution kernels. The use of multi-scale network is capable of surpassing this limitation by considering a different structure size inside each scale. Current network is composed by 3 scales (\(N\), \(N/2\) and \(N/4\)) and the transitions between them (upsampling and downsampling) are performed using bi-linear interpolations. Each scale follows the principle of the Laplacian pyramid used in image compression \cite{5}, similar to an U-Net \cite{28}.

Replication padding is used at the borders in order to have a constant layer size. Non-linearity is added by applying the ReLU activation function. Due to the nature of the problem, they are not present for the totality of layers so that negative density values can be obtained. A simplified representation of the neural network is presented in Figure 1. It is composed by a total of 422,419 trainable parameters, divided in 17 convolutions. Model is coded using the PyTorch\textsuperscript{3} framework \cite{24}.

Input is composed by 4 acoustic density fields, called frames, issued from the LBM simulations, ordered in time. Output is the following frame, representing the field to be estimated. A jump of 4 simulation timesteps is considered between each frame. A datapoint is a group of these 5 frames, as illustrated in Figure 2. The simulated fields are split with no overlap, that is, every datapoint has a group of unique frames. At each forward pass, data of all frames is divided by the standard deviation of the first frame before performing the calculations. Loss, presented next, is equally scaled.

As in \cite{18}, the L2-norm of the scalar fields and their spatial gradients compose the loss \(L\):
of \( \pi/2 \)ing phase, batches of 32 datapoints (160 frames) are used in the training (validation), with a total of 4400 datapoints (3200 + 1200); 500 simulations (400 for training and 100 for validation) are made over these batches. Distributions are used to define the position of the pulses, which are centered inside a plane wave composed by 5 scalar fields of acoustic density in LBM units, 4 as input and 1 as output (target). Iso-lines are selected for intervals of \( \pm 0.125 \varepsilon \), starting at 0 (continuous for positive, dotted for negative, zero omitted); arrows indicate the chronological order of the pulses, as described by Equation 1, centered inside a plane wave of Gaussian contour in \( x-y \) plane, amplitude of \( \varepsilon = 0 \) (same properties for \( \varepsilon = 0.001 \), which is known to be critical when evaluating the generalization of the trained model [33]). Even if determination could be achieved by using another framework or model architecture, the use of non-deterministic algorithms is deliberate as it mimics training the same model on different devices or distinct versions of libraries and drivers, where determinism may not be guaranteed [22, 23].

Since non-determinism is associated with truncation error, training is done considering two floating-point precision: single (32-bits, framework’s default, referenced as FP32) and double (64-bits, FP64). Model and database are exactly the same, framework default type is modified at the beginning of the runs. Data is generated in double precision and converted to single precision for the single precision trainings. The number of runs (a run is defined as an independent training) is of 10 for single precision and 5 for double. Such number of experiments is in accordance with number of runs used in traditional hyperparameter optimization [17].

A total of 1500 epochs are calculated on each run. In order to have a representative range of the observed behaviors, models are saved at every 125 epochs so a total of 12 checkpoints are available at the time of the post-processing. Training is performed on a NVIDIA V100 GPU. The average time for the completion of an epoch (training + validation) is of about 30 seconds in single precision and 100 seconds in double precision, so respectively about 12 and 40 hours are necessary per run.

2.4 Testing procedure and databases

Two distinct testing datasets are used for the evaluation of the quality of the trained models: 

**Benchmarks database:** Three simulations with benchmarks that are unknown to the network, aiming at evaluating the capacity of generalization of the models. The benchmarks are illustrated in Figure 3 and described next (pulse half-width of \( h_w = 12\Delta x \) is maintained for all cases):

- single Gaussian pulse at the center of the domain, amplitude of \( \varepsilon = 0.001 \) (same properties of the Gaussian pulses used for generating the training database);
- two opposite Gaussian pulses \( (\varepsilon = \pm 0.001) \), placed at the \( y \) symmetry axis with \( \pm 20\Delta x \) of offset from the center of the domain, since only positive pulses have been seen during training; and
- a plane wave of Gaussian contour in \( x \) \( (\varepsilon = 0.001) \), extruded on \( y \), which is known to be critical when evaluating the generalization

where \( \rho' \) is the estimated acoustic density, subscript \( k \) represents a grid point (or pixel), \( M = N \times N \) is the number of grid points and \( \lambda \) are the loss factors, set as \( \lambda_{L2} = 0.98 \) and \( \lambda_{GDL} = 0.02 \). Space derivatives are calculated using a central finite difference \( 4^{th} \) order scheme, degenerated to \( 2^{nd} \) order (forward and backward) close to the boundaries. There are no constraints or losses associated with the hidden layers.

Weights are initialized randomly following a He initialization [7]. Adam optimizer [12] is used, with a starting learning rate of \( 10^{-4} \). The learning rate is scheduled to reduce by 2\% after 10 epochs without loss modification.

2.3 Training procedure and databases

The density fields are initiated with 1 to 4 Gaussian pulses, as described by Equation 1, centered inside \([0.1\ell, 0.9\ell]\), both directions. Both the number and position of the pulses are defined randomly following uniform distributions.

The training and validation databases are build by 500 simulations (400 for training and 100 for validation), with a total of 4400 datapoints (3200 + 1200); combined databases size is 6.5 GB. During the learning phase, batches of 32 datapoints (160 frames) are considered. Random rotation operations by multiples of \( \pi/2 \) are performed for the group of fields composing the datapoints before the training. That is, there is no virtual expansion of the database, only more diversity is added to it.

Reproducibility of the network is evaluated by performing several trainings with the exact same database and hyper-parameters. Seeds of random number generators are equally set at the beginning of each training. For current framework, deterministic algorithms are not available for all the operations present in the model [33].

The density fields are initiated with 1 to 4 Gaussian pulses, as described by Equation 1, centered inside a plane wave of Gaussian contour in \( x-y \) plane, amplitude of \( \varepsilon = 0 \) (same properties for \( \varepsilon = 0.001 \), which is known to be critical when evaluating the generalization
The network only accounts for one future frame. Estimation of further wave propagation is done via an recurrent (auto-regressive) analysis, where output of a given model evaluation is used as input in following estimations, as performed in previous works in the literature [15, 16, 1]:

\[ \tilde{\rho}^f = F (\tilde{\rho}^{f-1}, \tilde{\rho}^{f-2}, \tilde{\rho}^{f-3}, \tilde{\rho}^{f-4}) \]  

where \( F \) represents the neural network operator and the exponents the frame number. Preliminary analysis has shown that there is an average shift of the fields when performing the recurrent analysis. This effect is contained by a posterior physics based energy preserving correction, as in [1].

3 Analysis of models

3.1 Convergence of trainings

The convergence of the training loss for the two groups of runs (single and double precision) is presented in Figure 4. Trainings share a similar overall level of convergence and slope; the peak around 100-200 epochs is due to a reduction of the learning rate.

For the case of single precision, the losses differ after a small number of epochs and 10 curves are displayed in the graph. For the evaluations with double precision, losses evolve identically until around 250 epochs. After that, only 3 curves can be seen (runs 1 to 3 returned identical losses). This result is a first insight on how floating precision affects the training reproducibility.

Best models for each run, considering the lowest training and validation losses, are listed on Tables 1 and 2. Variation is significant for single precision trainings, while the double precision runs are almost identical. Standard deviation of the losses is about 5 times smaller for the latter group.

Differences between the models are further discussed by comparing the weights and featured fields for a sample input. On these analysis and in the performance study (Section 4), the best models for each run (state associated with the lowest validation loss) are considered.

3.2 Comparison of kernels

A preliminary visual comparison of the convolution kernels is performed. As expected from the evolution of losses, weights and biases are different among the groups of runs, specially for single precision. No relationship or clear tendency could be noticed in terms of which kernels and biases were the most modified and their influences on the different models behavior. Consequently, a global quantitative analysis is proposed and presented further.

For the group of different runs at equal precision, a deviation criterion calculated as the pixel-wise standard deviation normalized by the maximum value among all runs in the group is proposed. For a convolution weight \( w \), it is calculated as:

\[ \text{deviation}(w) = \frac{\text{std}(w_{\text{run}=1..n})}{\text{max}(|w_{\text{run}=1..n}|)} \]  

The calculation is performed for every individual weight, such that the dissimilarity between the models is estimated. An example of the application of the deviation criterion is presented in Figure 5, for the kernel that is, on average, the most modified among the single precision runs.

The distribution of the deviation criteria for all convolution weights is displayed in Figure 6, for both the single and double precision. Runs with single precision have a probability mode at 0.21 deviation

![Figure 3: Acoustic density fields for the benchmarks at the start of the simulation. Iso-lines are selected for intervals of \( \pm 0.125 \varepsilon \), starting at 0 (continuous for positive, dotted for negative, zero omitted); thin gray lines indicate the domain’s symmetry axis.](image)

![Figure 4: Evolution of the training losses for the multiple runs in single (top) and double (bottom) precision. For visualization purposes, only one in every 4 values are shown on the graphs, so that the global trend is presented while allowing to see the small deviations associated with each run.](image)
Table 1: Training and validation total losses of the best models for each run of the single precision (FP32) trainings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUN</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRAINING</td>
<td>1.593</td>
<td>1.559</td>
<td>2.548</td>
<td>2.615</td>
<td>1.797</td>
<td>1.460</td>
<td>1.585</td>
<td>1.666</td>
<td>2.067</td>
<td>3.217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUN</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRAINING</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1374)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1249)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(874)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALIDATION</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1374)</td>
<td>(1374)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1249)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Training and validation total losses of the best models for each run of the double precision (FP64) trainings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUN</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRAINING</td>
<td>1.198</td>
<td>1.198</td>
<td>1.198</td>
<td>1.312</td>
<td>1.237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALIDATION</td>
<td>2.061</td>
<td>2.061</td>
<td>2.061</td>
<td>2.057</td>
<td>2.077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUN</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRAINING</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALIDATION</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
<td>(1499)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Training and validation total losses of the best models for each run of the double precision (FP64) trainings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUN</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRAINING</td>
<td>1.229</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>1.096</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALIDATION</td>
<td>2.063</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Featured fields in non-recurrent mode

In order to quantify the difference between the models, the featured fields produced for a sample input are also compared. Due to the size of the network, the analysis is limited to the outputs of each scale (quarter, half and full), the latter being the output of the model, used as new input when evaluating the network in recurrent mode (Section 4).

The first 4 frames (simulation timesteps 0, 4, 8 and 12) of the Gaussian pulse benchmark are selected as input. Quantification of the deviation among different models is made using the criterion defined on Equation 4, here applied to each value that composes the fields. Analysis is split between the runs in single and double precision and the results are shown in Figure 7.

Even if restricted by the small size of the dataset, this analysis leads to two conclusions. First, a large variation (order of 10% of the maximum value) is obtained for both the quarter and half scales, indicating a rather high variability of the response for the hidden layers. Due to use of non-deterministic algorithms and the stochastic aspect of the optimization, the fact that each run leads to a unique result is expected. Nevertheless, it is remarkable that every run leads to a completely different internal dynamics, being the features observed at hidden layers different in both shape and amplitude, what is represented by the uniform patches of high deviation. Second, it is clear that double precision runs are more uniform, with deviation values lower by around one decade, indicating that the global behavior of the network is reproduced by all models despite not using deterministic algorithms.
4 Performance of recurrent estimation

Several models have been obtained from the non-deterministic training, leading to small differences of the output in single-prediction mode. This section investigates how the non-determinism inherent to the model affects the long-time prediction in recurrent mode. This is evaluated by calculating the total loss considering the simulated and estimated fields, starting from the single-prediction mode (recurrence number \( r = 0 \)) and reuse the output as new input (recurrent mode, \( r > 0 \)). Note that the recurrent fields are not used as targets when training the neural network, so the use of the name “loss” is an extrapolation of its concept.

Since the loss is calculated considering normalized fields, it is not a direct quantification of the estimation accuracy. For that, the root-mean-square error (RMSE), issued from physical units, is also calculated:

\[
\text{RMSE}(r) = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{M} [\rho'_{k}(r) - \tilde{\rho}'_{k}(r)]^2}{M}}
\]  

(5)

For convenience, the RMSE values are normalized by the pulse amplitude \( \varepsilon \). Recursive analysis is performed for the three benchmarks (Section 4.1) and the random pulse database (Section 4.2).

4.1 Benchmarks

Evolution of the total loss in the recurrent estimation of the benchmarks for the models trained with single and double precision are presented in Figure 8. The capacity of the neural network to capture the physical phenomenon is evidenced by the fact that similar performance is obtained for features that were not present in the training database (negative and planar pulses).

Loss (and consequently the error) remains relatively small even after 100 recurrences, showing the overall quality of the estimation. The shape of the curves are similar when comparing the runs with same floating-point precision or the two groups of runs. Losses approach \( L = 0.01 \) in the two graphs, that is, both single and double precision resulted in similar overall preciseness for the tested benchmarks.

The quality and similarity of the two groups of runs is also present when comparing the evolution of the error criterion RMSE, presented in Figure 9.

In spite of the general quality and similar behavior, an important range exists among the different runs for the single precision trainings. Losses’ maximum to minimum ratio (Figure 8) peaked at 550 for single precision trainings, and curves fluctuate around 10. For double precision, such ratio was always lower than 10 for all the 3 benchmarks, with an average value of 3.2 for the Gaussian pulse.

In conclusion, both single and double precision models yield a similar behavior on the 3 benchmarks, with a slightly better accuracy when using double precision. However, the comparison of several runs explicit that a high variability is present, specially for models obtained with single precision. Results also highlight that the recursive mode amplifies diff-
ferences due to the non-deterministic training, which makes reproducibility a crucial element to take into account when applying neural network to recursive tasks.

4.2 Random pulses

A statistical approach is used to compare the recurrent test results for the random database. For each simulation, the same recursive test used for the benchmarks database is performed. The evolution of the testing losses are represented for a subset of recurrences (0, 5, 10, 25, 50) in Figure 10. Each box-plot describes the distribution of the loss for the 100 simulations that compose the database, at the given number of recurrences. Note that runs 1 to 3 with double precision do not return identical distributions despite having the same loss (Figure 4).

For all models, the median loss lies lower than the converging amplitude in training (\(L\) around \(2 \times 10^{-6}\)). At the recurrence 0 (evaluation of the model as it was trained), comparison of average losses returns a factor 2.06 between the worst (run 1) and the best (run 2) models trained with single precision and 1.33 for double precision (runs 3 and 4, respectively). At a first look, this variation seems to be a direct outcome of the losses’ ratios for the different runs (Tables 1 and 2). However, the current ratios do not come from the same models that delimit minimum and maximum losses in learning phase. Considering validation losses, worst and best models are runs 9 and 6 for single precision and runs 5 and 4 for double precision.

The direct relationship between the models’ validation losses and their performance on recurrent mode is examined. Scope of analysis is extended by considering the complete set of models available per run (one every 125 epochs, 12 models per run) and not only the best states as previously. Once the focus is on the accuracy of the estimation, RMSE is considered instead of the loss. In Figure 11, average error and min-max bands for the 100 simulations in the database are plotted against validation losses for recurrence numbers 0, 10 and 50. Linear regression coefficients for the single and double precision models and the combined set of points are presented in Table 3.

Evolution of the coefficients \(A\) and \(B\) with the recurrence number \(r\) stresses the increase of the error associated with the recurrent evaluation. After several recurrences, small deviations observed at the time of training, here quantified by the model’s training loss, are significantly amplified. Despite the global trend, variability is elevated for any given abscissa and such conclusion can not be used to directly compare models with close validation loss as observed.

![Figure 9: Evolution of the root-mean-square error normalized by the pulse amplitude for the recurrent test of benchmarks for models trained with single (dotted line) and double (full line) precision; central line represents the average among the runs and band indicates the minimum to maximum range.](image)

![Figure 10: Box plots of the total loss for the different models obtained with single precision (left) and double precision (right), considering the random pulse database at multiple number of recurrences. The central lines indicates the median value, the box limits represent first and third quartiles, the whiskers represents the median ± 1.5 times the interquartile range and circles represent the outliers; continuous lines connects the average for each run.](image)

Table 3: Linear regression of testing error (RMSE) as a function of the model’s validation loss (\(L^\text{val}\)) for multiple recurrences numbers, \(R^2\) is the determination coefficient. Wald Test with \(t\)-distribution returned two-sided null \(p\)-values (\(H_0: \text{null slope}\)) for all regressions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(r)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SINGLE (FP32)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>0.533</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>(8.22 \times 10^{-2})</td>
<td>(1.31 \times 10^0)</td>
<td>(1.45 \times 10^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOUBLE (FP64)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>1.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>(4.67 \times 10^{-1})</td>
<td>(4.91 \times 10^0)</td>
<td>(8.71 \times 10^6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALL POINTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>1.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>(1.68 \times 10^{-1})</td>
<td>(5.50 \times 10^0)</td>
<td>(1.47 \times 10^4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in the analysis of the box-plots.

The regression coefficients indicate that models trained with double precision are, on average, more prone to amplify the initial errors, suggesting that the accumulation of error is larger for double precision. Such regression curves are issued from a smaller and much less spread dataset (points concentrated at \( L^\text{val} < 10^{-5} \), many of them superposed), thus, less significant and more subjected to the influence of outliers. Besides, recurrent estimation (until \( r = 100 \)) of the benchmarks performed with single precision for a model trained with double precision (run 1) returned a disparity in RMSE lower than 1% when compared to the double precision inference. In other words, there is no apparent increase in error accumulation due to the use of single or double precision in testing. This indicates that inference may be performed with lower precision with reduced impact in accuracy while gaining in performance (factor 1/3 in calculation time for current application).

The test with a broader number of simulations showed that there is an important range of variation associated with the different models. Although the overall quality of the approximation is almost unmodified when training with single or double precision, the latter produces models that return more uniform results when tested, what is directly associated with its similarity at null recurrence.

5 Final discussion and conclusions

Reproducibility of a fully convolutional neural network used to model a time-evolving physical system has been assessed by performing the same training several times under GPU non-determinism. Use of deterministic calculations is, up-to-now, not always available and may also not be consistent among distinct hardware. Since the training non-determinism is associated with the truncation error, tests are performed with single (32-bits) and double (64-bits) precision.

Runs with single precision revealed a large variation in terms of parameters and results. For the current test cases, the use of double precision was capable of limiting the variability of kernels by a factor 2, and constrained the error in the recurrent analysis, while increasing the models accuracy slightly. Compared to the single precision runs, computation cost was multiplied by two in terms of memory and by three for the training time. This important gain in cost may be prohibitive for more complex networks and equations, such as in the evaluation of three-dimensional problems, and a hybrid strategy - multi or mixed-precision [20] - could also be envisaged. Also, it was observed that performing training with double and inference with single precision resulted in negligible loss of accuracy.

Results presented here are for a single neural network architecture and PDE, a natural extension of this work would be performing similar analysis for different architectures and equations. Candidate strategies to the increase of the precision that could also reduce the variability, but were not tested in current work, are: to impose hidden layer reproducibility by adding intermediary fields error terms in loss, what could depreciate the estimation quality; the use of physics informed network [19]; or the use of “long-term loss” [32]. Also, the analysis can be extended by evaluating whether the variability and the influence of the floating-point precision is similar with a truly recurrent neural network, such as LSTM.

The performed analysis has shown a high variability associated to a typical fully CNN model, trained to reproduce time evolving fields. Based on the highlighted behavior, it is recommended that analogous work should be performed whenever possible when modeling physical systems, where small deviations may lead to divergences or be the onset of instabilities. Reproducibility must be continuously on focus, particularly if one aims at producing robust, application oriented models such as solver accelerators.
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